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Hadronic multiplicity ratio and FF

Elementary Introduction to the Notation and Relevant Equations

10 Quark Propagation Through Cold QCD Matter

QUARK-PARTON MODEL According to the quark-parton model, the function F2(x) is related to the quark distribu-
tion functions qi(x) in the target nucleon as

in which ei is the quark charge, and the sum runs over all flavors of quark and antiquark.
In the high Q2 limit, F1 is related to F2 by the Callan-Gross relation F2=2xF1.

     In this model it is assumed that a virtual photon is absorbed on a quark on a short
time scale, and that the quark subsequently fragments on a much longer time scale. The
fragmentation function is then expressed as

in which !q is the probability that the fragmenting quark is of type q, and Dq
h is a quark

fragmentation function. This expression assumes that the fragments of the struck quark
are kinematically separated from spectator quarks of the target. For electroproduction of
hadrons, the probability function is given by the quark distribution functions introduced
earlier as:

The hadronic multiplicity ratio  is defined by:

(EQ 5)

where the first ratio is the experimental ratio of hadrons to electrons in DIS events for
nucleus A to deuterium (D), and the second ratio is the parton model expression for this
quantity. This expression assumes the factorized form shown, where the fragmentation
functions are independent of x. The factorization assumption can be tested experimen-
tally.

As a final note, the expression leading hadron refers to the hadron in the event that has
the largest momentum.
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Hadronic multiplicity ratio and FF
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Figure 6. Predicted nuclear modification of quark fragmentation functions from [10] compared to
the HERMES multiplicity ratios for charged hadrons.

Figure 7. Predicted multiplicity ratios for negative and positive charged hadrons from [12]
compared to the HERMES data. The upper pair of curves includes rescaling without absorption
and the lower pair rescaling plus nuclear absorption for positive and negative hadrons. The dotted
curve in the upper right plot shows the result by setting the pre-hadronic system cross section
!! = !" , and the hadron cross section !h = 0.

figure 7 where the charge- and flavour-separated theoretical multiplicities are compared with
the data. The upper curves show the effect of the Q2-rescaling only, while the lower curves
show the contribution of both rescaling and hadron absorption. Also in this work the nuclear
absorption of the pre-hadronic system with the cross section !! = !" is seen to significantly
affect the hadron production on heavy nuclei, while neglecting the interaction of the fully
formed hadron leads to a very small effect. This is shown in the upper right plot by the dotted
curve derived by setting the hadron interaction cross section !h = 0. An adequate description
for the "± and K+ data is obtained. For the K" data the slope of the prediction resembles that
of the data but less attenuation is predicted than observed. The discrepancy between theory
and data has been suggested [12] to point to a different formation mechanism for the negative
kaons, as they do not contain any valence quarks which dominate in the HERMES kinematics.

GuoXandWangXN2000Phys.Rev.Lett.853591 Wang E and Wang X N 2002 Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 162301-1

Prediction of nuclear FF compared to HERMES data on π±
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Figure 1. Diagram of deep inelastic scattering on proton with the exchange of a virtual photon
of 4-momentum Q2 and energy ! = E ! E". In inclusive DIS only the scattered lepton e" is
detected. In semi-inclusive DIS also the leading hadron (" in this case), which is formed from the
fragmentation of the struck quark, is detected with a fractional energy z with respect to !. The
target fragments X are not observed in semi-inclusive DIS.

determined by normalizing the SIDIS yield to the DIS rate:

Mh = 1
NDIS

dNh(x, z)

dz
=

!
f e2

f qf (x)Dh
f (z)

!
f e2

f qf (x)
.

It is easy to demonstrate that within the QPM and under the u-quark dominance
assumption, the pion multiplicities are almost equivalent to the pion fragmentation functions.
In QCD the relation between fragmentation functions and multiplicities is more complicated
since both the leading order (LO) and the next to leading order (NLO) terms of the cross
section are convoluted with parton distributions and with the hadron fragmentation functions
[3]. Nevertheless, it has been shown [4] that, once integrating over a broad range of x, the
SIDIS multiplicities are in good agreement with the NLO-QCD evolution of fragmentation
functions determined from e+e! measurements at LEP. This result suggests the validity of the
factorization assumption for the SIDIS process, as shown in figure 1, and of the approximation
of fragmentation functions with multiplicities.

3. Hadronization in the nuclear medium

The study of the medium modification of fragmentation functions can be performed by SIDIS
measurements on nuclear targets. As illustrated in figure 2 the nucleus acts as an ensemble
of targets which reduce the multiplicity of fast hadrons due to both partonic and hadronic
interactions. The partonic and hadronic effects are discriminated according to the time
#h = lh/c of the hadron formation which may occur inside or outside the nucleus. The
hadron formation times, which are basic ingredients also in hadron–nucleus and in heavy-ion
reactions, are currently not well determined [5].

After the first measurements performed at SLAC [6] and CERN [7], the recent results
from HERMES [8] provided a new strong boost of interest in this field. HERMES is an
experiment at DESY [9] which is mainly devoted to the study of the spin structure of the
nucleon by using a polarized positron (or electron) beam and polarized internal gas targets.
In addition, some HERMES runs have been performed with unpolarized nuclear gas targets
(D, 4He, N, Ne, Kr) with densities up to #1016 nucl cm!2, allowing the extension of the
physics programme to the study of several nuclear effects.

Q2 = -q2   four-momentum transferred by the electron
ν    = E-E‘ (lab) energy transferred by the electron;
z   = Eh/ν fraction of initial quark energy carried by hadron;
pT hadron momentum transverse to the initial γ✻ direction 



Physical picture: DIS in vacuum

hτfτp

Production time τp - propagating quark 
Formation time τf    - dipole grows to hadron
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Physical picture: DIS in medium

Hadronization can occur  
outside the medium or...

Partonic multiple scattering 
medium-stimulated gluon emission
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Physical picture: DIS in medium

Partonic multiple scattering 
medium-stimulated gluon emission

...or can occur inside 

Additional prehadron interaction
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Physical picture: DIS in medium

Partonic multiple scattering 
medium-stimulated gluon emission

...or can occur inside 

Additional prehadron interaction

Nuclear medium acts as spatial analyzer
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Observables

τp

Transverse momentum broadening

Page 4

that measures the ratio of the energy transfered to the hadronic system to the total leptonic

energy available in the target rest frame. Invariant mass of the recoiled hadronic system is

related to ν and Q2
as:

W = (p + q)
2

= M 2
+ 2M ν −Q2

(5)

If in addition to the scattered lepton one of the produced hadrons is identified such process

is called semi-inclusive (SIDIS). The hadron which carriesfour-momentum P �
= (Eh, p�

)

is described by the fraction of the initial struck quark energy it carried away z =
ν
Eh

, its

momentum transfer relative to the virtual photon direction pT , and well as the angle φ

between lepton scattering plane and the virtual photon-hadron plane.

1.3 Experimental observables

In lepton-nucleus DIS the experimental observables are presented in terms of the hadronic

multiplicity ratio Rh
A and transverse momentum broadening ∆p2

T . When considering hadroniza-

tion in the nuclear medium, the rate of gluon emission due to multiple parton scattering is

expected to be greater than that which occurs in vacuum. This causes an increase of the

width of the transverse momentum distribution of the final state hadron. The transverse

momentum broadening for the observed final state hadron with respect to the direction of

the virtual photon direction is defined as [5]:

∆p2
T =< p2

T >A − < p2
T >D (6)

where < p2
T >A is an average hadron momentum squared produced on a nuclear target A:

< p2
T >A=

�

pT ,z ,ν,Q2

p2
T · Nh

�
pT , z , ν,Q2

�

�

pT ,z ,ν,Q2

Nh

�
pT , z , ν,Q2

�

���������
A

(7)

and < p2
T >D is the same quantity for Deuterium target. Since the hadron < p2

T > is mainly

accumulated by elastic scattering due to quark propagation and gluon emission, it is supposed

to be a sensitive probe to the quark lifetime, i.e. production time, as well as medium-

stimulated energy losses. Hadron multiplicity ratio or attenuation ratio represents the ratio

Connects to partonic phase
■ in-medium scattering
■ quark energy loss
■ access to production time τp 
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Observables
hτf

Hadronic multiplicity ratio
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of the number of hadrons of type h produced per DIS event on a nuclear target of mass A

to that from a deuterium target:

Rh
A

�
ν,Q2 , z , pT , φ

�
=

Nh (ν,Q2 ,z ,pT ,φ)
Ne(ν,Q2 )|DIS

���
A

Nh (ν,Q2 ,z ,pT ,φ)
Ne(ν,Q2 )|DIS

���
D

(8)

where Nh is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in (ν,Q2 , z , pT , φ) bin and Ne is the number

of inclusive DIS events in the (ν,Q2 ) bin. The ν and z dependence of the multiplicity ratio

Rh
A can be used to estimate hadron formation time scale.

1.4 Previous experimental measurements

Electroproduction of the hadron from various nuclei was studied first in the earlier 70’s in

SLAC [6]. The ratio of single inclusive hadrons per g per cm2 per incident electron as a

function of z , pT , and A was measured. The attenuation Rh
A of forward hadrons (at high

z ) was observed for the first time in semi-inclusive cross section ratio. The experimental

results have shown evidence of hadron attenuation increasing with the atomic number A.

It was observed that the nuclear absorption of the detected hadrons decreases at higher z ,

that they are carrying. One of the first measurements with muon beam was conducted in

FNAL and further studied by EMC Collaboration with ultra-high energy muons [7]. Nuclear

targets (12C, 63Cu, 119Sn) and D were measured for the first time simultaneously which

cancelled most of the systematic uncertainties in the multiplicity ratio. Rh
A was measured

for the range of 20 < ν < 220 GeV in two Q2 bins, and as a function of pT in two ν

bins. The ratio rises above unity at high pT , which is consistent with earlier reported

Cronin effect [8] in hadron-nucleus collisions. In conclusion to the earlier measurements,

the results from SLAC (electron beams) and CERN (muons) experiments have shown that

multiplicity ratio mainly depends on the variables ν and z . This has been confirmed by the

Fermilab E665 experiment. The performed measurements have also shown that the optimal

transfer energy ν for studying nuclear effects on the multiplicity ratio ranges from a few

GeV to few tens of GeV [5]. The latest generation of experiments conducted in HERMES

at DESY and CLAS in Jefferson Lab rose a new wave of interest to the extensive studies of

Connects to hadronic phase
■ hadron formation space-time mechanisms
■ access to formation time τf via Rh

A(Q2, υ, pT, zh)
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Experiment
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CEBAF Accelerator 
Up to 5 passes for a max of ~ 6 
GeV

Dipole magnets of different 
strength to maintain constant 
curvature in arcs.

All halls may run at max energy. No 
two halls may run at same lower 
energy.Hall B is  the best!

499 MHz laser pulse at injector 
produces electron bunches

1497 MHz RF acceleration gradient 
allows each hall to have its own 
beam specifications .

Emax              6 GeV 
Imax                      200 µA 
Duty Factor  100% 
 

Hall B CLAS
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● Torus magnet
     6 superconducting coils  
     bend particles trajectory

● Drift chambers (e±, π±, p)
    filled with Ar/CO2

      determination of charged  
    particle momentum

●  Čerenkov counters
     filled with C4F10 gas
    π/e separation up to 2.5 GeV/c

● Time-Of-Flight counters 
    plastic scintillators and PMTs
    determine particle velocity

● Electromagnetic calorimeters 
    alternating Pb/scintillator layers
    determines energy of γ,n 

CEBAF
Large
Acceptance
Spectrometer

beam
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Proposed by W.Brooks et. al  in ‘Quark Propagation Through Cold QCD Matter’ 

■ Electron beam 5.014 GeV 
■ Running for 50 days (2004)
■ Targets 2H, 12C,, 56Fe,, 208Pb (Al, Sn)
■ Luminosity 2·1034  1/(s·cm2)
■ NDIS(e) ~ 1.3·108
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Comparison of HERMES/DESY and CLAS/Jefferson Lab                                                        

■	
HERMES has higher beam energy (27 GeV and 12 GeV, vs. 5 GeV) 
    – Much wider range in ν 
    – Access to higher W and W’

■	
HERMES can identify a wider range of particle species 

■	
CLAS has higher luminosity (1034/cm2/s, ~factor 100)
     – Can do 3 and 4-fold differential binning (vs. 1-D or 2-D for HERMES)
     – Access to higher Q2 (good statistics for 4 GeV2) and higher pT2

■	
CLAS can use solid targets – Access to heaviest nuclei (207Pb vs. 131Xe)

ν (GeV)  Q2 (GeV2) z pT2 (GeV2)

CLAS 2.2 - 4.2 1.0 - 4.1 0,3 - 0.8 0 - 0.9

HERMES 7 -  23 1.0 - 10 0.2 - 1.0 0 - 1.1
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Accesible hadrons

meson c! mass flavor 
content

!0 25 nm 0.13 uu̅̅dd̅̅
!+, !- 7.8 m 0.14 ud,̅̅ du̅̅

" 170 pm 0.55 uu̅̅dd̅̅ss ̅̅
# 23 fm 0.78 uu̅̅dd̅̅ss ̅̅
"’ 0.98 pm 0.96 uu̅̅dd̅̅ss ̅̅
$ 44 fm 1.0 uu̅̅dd̅̅ss ̅̅
f1 8 fm 1.3 uu̅̅dd̅̅ss ̅̅
K0 27 mm 0.50 ds ̅̅

K+, K- 3.7 m 0.49 us ̅̅, u̅̅s

baryon c! mass flavor 
content

p stable 0.94 ud

p̄ stable 0.94 u̅̅d̅̅
% 79 mm 1.1 uds

%(1520) 13 fm 1.5 uds

&+ 24 mm 1.2 us

&- 44 mm 1.2 ds

&0 22 pm 1.2 uds

'0 87 mm 1.3 us

'- 49 mm 1.3 ds

The tools: stable hadrons, accessible with 11 GeV
experiment PR12-06-117 W.K. Brooks, J.G. Gilfoyle, K. Hafidi, M. Holtrop + 7 others not in this room

Actively underway with existing 5 GeV data     
Hayk Hakobyan, Taya Mineeva, Raphaël Dupré, Lamiaa El Fassi, Aji Daniel, Ken Hicks, Ioana and Gabriel Niculescu

Tuesday, September 27, 2011

π+ 6.60M

π- 2.85M

π0 2.05M

Ks0 32K

η 300K

Available statistics  
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Radiative Corrections



Radiative corrections (RC)

■   Correction due to photon radiation in the field of nucleon or nuclei. 
     Calculation of lowest order QED effects contributing to Born cross section. 

● Inclusive (eA→eʹ′A) radiative   
   corrections were calculated based
   on Mo&Tsai approach for target   
  thickness A and D.  They were   
  found to vary from 8% up to 27%;  
  the ratio of radiative corrections   
  on D to A varies within 3%.
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of the number of hadrons of type h produced per DIS event on a nuclear target of mass A

to that from a deuterium target:

Rh
A

�
ν,Q2 , z , pT , φ

�
=

Nh (ν,Q2 ,z ,pT ,φ)
Ne(ν,Q2 )|DIS

���
A

Nh (ν,Q2 ,z ,pT ,φ)
Ne(ν,Q2 )|DIS

���
D

(8)

where Nh is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in (ν,Q2 , z , pT , φ) bin and Ne is the number

of inclusive DIS events in the (ν,Q2 ) bin. The ν and z dependence of the multiplicity ratio

Rh
A can be used to estimate hadron formation time scale.

1.4 Previous experimental measurements

Electroproduction of the hadron from various nuclei was studied first in the earlier 70’s in

SLAC [6]. The ratio of single inclusive hadrons per g per cm2 per incident electron as a

function of z , pT , and A was measured. The attenuation Rh
A of forward hadrons (at high

z ) was observed for the first time in semi-inclusive cross section ratio. The experimental

results have shown evidence of hadron attenuation increasing with the atomic number A.

It was observed that the nuclear absorption of the detected hadrons decreases at higher z ,

that they are carrying. One of the first measurements with muon beam was conducted in

FNAL and further studied by EMC Collaboration with ultra-high energy muons [7]. Nuclear

targets (12C, 63Cu, 119Sn) and D were measured for the first time simultaneously which

cancelled most of the systematic uncertainties in the multiplicity ratio. Rh
A was measured

for the range of 20 < ν < 220 GeV in two Q2 bins, and as a function of pT in two ν

bins. The ratio rises above unity at high pT , which is consistent with earlier reported

Cronin effect [8] in hadron-nucleus collisions. In conclusion to the earlier measurements,

the results from SLAC (electron beams) and CERN (muons) experiments have shown that

multiplicity ratio mainly depends on the variables ν and z . This has been confirmed by the

Fermilab E665 experiment. The performed measurements have also shown that the optimal

transfer energy ν for studying nuclear effects on the multiplicity ratio ranges from a few

GeV to few tens of GeV [5]. The latest generation of experiments conducted in HERMES

at DESY and CLAS in Jefferson Lab rose a new wave of interest to the extensive studies of

● Semi-inclusive (eA→eʹ′π0X) corrections 
   and exclusive (ep→eʹ′π0p) contribution    
   were calculated based on HAPRAD code.   
   They were found to vary from ~1% 
   up to ~30%; the ratio of radiative 
   corrections on A to D varies at maximum 
  up to 18%.
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pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.
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pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for

each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using

pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine φ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and

H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting
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Fig. 0.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Born cross section (a) and the lowest
order QED effects (b-e).

target, the next version, HAPRAD2 [31], includes additional contribution of π+

exclusive radiative tail. The version of HAPRAD2 code tailored to extract radia-

tive corrections for π0
includes modification of structure functions due to nuclear

effects, as well as exclusive π0
contribution to radiative tails.

0.2.1 Nuclear Structure Functions

Since the original version of HAPRAD code is aimed at extracting radiative

corrections (RC) on the proton, a modification must be introduced in order to

account for the nuclear effects on the targets under consideration: D, C, Fe,

and Pb. The SIDIS cross section within the leading twist formalism depends

on four hadronic structure functions: σSIDIS = σSIDIS(H1,H2,H3,H4) (exact

expression is given in 0.2.5). The structure functions enter in σSIDIS each with

their kinematical factors calculated based on leptonic kinematics. The nuclear

effects are accounted for by replacing default proton structure functions for the

nuclear structure functions in the expression for SIDIS. Within the code notation,

the H3 and H4 structure functions correspond to the cosine moments of cross

section, while H1 and H2 are interrelated by the hadron kinematical factor. The

model for each of the structure functions is constructed based on the convolution

of parton distribution function (fq), fragmentation function (Dq), and transverse

■  Caveat: original HAPRAD code is designed to calculate RC for π+ on p(n).
■  Solution: modify original code to calculate RC for π0  on A.

fq  is parton distribution function 

Dq  is parton fragmentation function 

   

G  is hadron transverse momentum distribution 
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Semi-inclusive RC: from proton to A
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The expression for G is obtained through a multidimensional fit to data. Here

the µ and σ are the mean and the width of the Gaussian distribution in pT which
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Each set of parameters (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) and (A, B, C,D, E) was obtained from the

data individually for each target. The entire data set was divided and acceptance

corrected in (x, z, pT ) = (5, 5, 16) bins. The fitting procedure on the three-

dimensional set of bins, omitting those with few statistics, was performed in three

steps. First, three-dimensional distributions in (x, z, pT ) (Fig.0.3) were projected

onto one-dimensional distributions in pT in each bin in z and x, and then fitted

with a Gaussian function. Second, the values of µ and σ of the Gaussian fit from

the first step were plotted for each value of x and fitted with a polynomial function

in order to obtain the x-dependent expressions for µ(x) and σ(x). Similarly,

dependencies of Gaussian parameters µ and σ were obtained as a function of

z. Finally, given the above ansatz on the shape of two-dimensional distributions

pT (x) and pT (z), the three-dimensional distributions were fitted simultaneously as

pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for

each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using

pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine φ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and

H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting
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data individually for each target. The entire data set was divided and acceptance

corrected in (x, z, pT ) = (5, 5, 16) bins. The fitting procedure on the three-

dimensional set of bins, omitting those with few statistics, was performed in three

steps. First, three-dimensional distributions in (x, z, pT ) (Fig.0.3) were projected

onto one-dimensional distributions in pT in each bin in z and x, and then fitted

with a Gaussian function. Second, the values of µ and σ of the Gaussian fit from

the first step were plotted for each value of x and fitted with a polynomial function

in order to obtain the x-dependent expressions for µ(x) and σ(x). Similarly,

dependencies of Gaussian parameters µ and σ were obtained as a function of

z. Finally, given the above ansatz on the shape of two-dimensional distributions

pT (x) and pT (z), the three-dimensional distributions were fitted simultaneously as

pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for

each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using

pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine φ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and

H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting
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Fig. 0.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Born cross section (a) and the lowest
order QED effects (b-e).

target, the next version, HAPRAD2 [31], includes additional contribution of π+

exclusive radiative tail. The version of HAPRAD2 code tailored to extract radia-

tive corrections for π0
includes modification of structure functions due to nuclear

effects, as well as exclusive π0
contribution to radiative tails.

0.2.1 Nuclear Structure Functions

Since the original version of HAPRAD code is aimed at extracting radiative

corrections (RC) on the proton, a modification must be introduced in order to

account for the nuclear effects on the targets under consideration: D, C, Fe,

and Pb. The SIDIS cross section within the leading twist formalism depends

on four hadronic structure functions: σSIDIS = σSIDIS(H1,H2,H3,H4) (exact

expression is given in 0.2.5). The structure functions enter in σSIDIS each with

their kinematical factors calculated based on leptonic kinematics. The nuclear

effects are accounted for by replacing default proton structure functions for the

nuclear structure functions in the expression for SIDIS. Within the code notation,

the H3 and H4 structure functions correspond to the cosine moments of cross

section, while H1 and H2 are interrelated by the hadron kinematical factor. The

model for each of the structure functions is constructed based on the convolution

of parton distribution function (fq), fragmentation function (Dq), and transverse

fq  is parton distribution function 

Dq  is parton fragmentation function 

   

G  is hadron transverse momentum distribution 

To transition from structure functions on 
proton to those on atomic nuclei A, we 
extract parametrizations G and φ from 
our data based on multidimensional fit to:
pT(x,z) and 1+A(z)cos(φ) +Bcos(2 φ).

    Cross section of SI process is expressed in terms of four structure functions:

■  Caveat: original HAPRAD code is designed to calculate RC for π+ on p(n).
■  Solution: modify original code to calculate RC for π0  on A.
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Semi-inclusive RC: from proton to A
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The expression for G is obtained through a multidimensional fit to data. Here

the µ and σ are the mean and the width of the Gaussian distribution in pT which

was fitted simultaneously in (x, z) bins. The fit parameters bear the following

dependence on (z,x):
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Each set of parameters (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) and (A, B, C,D, E) was obtained from the

data individually for each target. The entire data set was divided and acceptance

corrected in (x, z, pT ) = (5, 5, 16) bins. The fitting procedure on the three-

dimensional set of bins, omitting those with few statistics, was performed in three

steps. First, three-dimensional distributions in (x, z, pT ) (Fig.0.3) were projected

onto one-dimensional distributions in pT in each bin in z and x, and then fitted

with a Gaussian function. Second, the values of µ and σ of the Gaussian fit from

the first step were plotted for each value of x and fitted with a polynomial function

in order to obtain the x-dependent expressions for µ(x) and σ(x). Similarly,

dependencies of Gaussian parameters µ and σ were obtained as a function of

z. Finally, given the above ansatz on the shape of two-dimensional distributions

pT (x) and pT (z), the three-dimensional distributions were fitted simultaneously as

pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for

each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using

pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine φ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and

H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting
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The expression for G is obtained through a multidimensional fit to data. Here

the µ and σ are the mean and the width of the Gaussian distribution in pT which

was fitted simultaneously in (x, z) bins. The fit parameters bear the following
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Each set of parameters (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) and (A, B, C,D, E) was obtained from the

data individually for each target. The entire data set was divided and acceptance

corrected in (x, z, pT ) = (5, 5, 16) bins. The fitting procedure on the three-

dimensional set of bins, omitting those with few statistics, was performed in three

steps. First, three-dimensional distributions in (x, z, pT ) (Fig.0.3) were projected

onto one-dimensional distributions in pT in each bin in z and x, and then fitted

with a Gaussian function. Second, the values of µ and σ of the Gaussian fit from

the first step were plotted for each value of x and fitted with a polynomial function

in order to obtain the x-dependent expressions for µ(x) and σ(x). Similarly,

dependencies of Gaussian parameters µ and σ were obtained as a function of

z. Finally, given the above ansatz on the shape of two-dimensional distributions

pT (x) and pT (z), the three-dimensional distributions were fitted simultaneously as

pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for

each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using

pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine φ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and

H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting
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Fig. 0.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Born cross section (a) and the lowest
order QED effects (b-e).

target, the next version, HAPRAD2 [31], includes additional contribution of π+

exclusive radiative tail. The version of HAPRAD2 code tailored to extract radia-

tive corrections for π0
includes modification of structure functions due to nuclear

effects, as well as exclusive π0
contribution to radiative tails.

0.2.1 Nuclear Structure Functions

Since the original version of HAPRAD code is aimed at extracting radiative

corrections (RC) on the proton, a modification must be introduced in order to

account for the nuclear effects on the targets under consideration: D, C, Fe,

and Pb. The SIDIS cross section within the leading twist formalism depends

on four hadronic structure functions: σSIDIS = σSIDIS(H1,H2,H3,H4) (exact

expression is given in 0.2.5). The structure functions enter in σSIDIS each with

their kinematical factors calculated based on leptonic kinematics. The nuclear

effects are accounted for by replacing default proton structure functions for the

nuclear structure functions in the expression for SIDIS. Within the code notation,

the H3 and H4 structure functions correspond to the cosine moments of cross

section, while H1 and H2 are interrelated by the hadron kinematical factor. The

model for each of the structure functions is constructed based on the convolution

of parton distribution function (fq), fragmentation function (Dq), and transverse

fq  is parton distribution function 

Dq  is parton fragmentation function 

   

G  is hadron transverse momentum distribution 

To transition from structure functions on 
proton to those on atomic nuclei A, we 
extract parametrizations G and φ from 
our data based on multidimensional fit to:
pT(x,z) and 1+A(z)cos(φ) +Bcos(2 φ).

    Cross section of SI process is expressed in terms of four structure functions:

■  Caveat: original HAPRAD code is designed to calculate RC for π+ on p(n).
■  Solution: modify original code to calculate RC for π0  on A.
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Fig. 5.11: Total radiative correction factors (semi-inclusive together with exclusive

contribution) for Fe and D targets and their ratios in (Q2,ν, z) bins.
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Hadron Attenuation | !+

Analysis by H.Hakobyan

! Quantitative behavior compatible with Hermes
! Attenuation depends on nuclear size
! Increase of hadrons at low z,  attenuation at high z
! Bears resemblance to Cronin effect at high pT

2

Example of  3D multivariable slices of 
preliminary CLAS data  on  !+

CLAS PRELIMINARY

CLAS PRELIMINARY

Tuesday, July 12, 2011

Analysis by H.Hakobyan

■ Attenuation depends on nuclear size 
■ Increase of hadrons at low z, attenuation at high z 
■ Bears resemblance to Cronin effect at high pT2

■ Quantitative behavior compatible with Hermes 

Example of 3D multivariable slices of 
preliminary CLAS data on π+

Results not corrected for radiative effects
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Hadronic multiplicity | | π0

 Rπ 0 in 3D set of (Q2 ,ν, z ) integrated over pT2

246

Fig. 7.2: π0 multiplicity ratios in (Q2, ν, z) set plotted as a function of z in bins of Q2 (indicated by the horizontal Q2 axis)

and ν (indicated by the color). The red color gradient corresponds to the carbon target, the blue - to the iron, and

the black - to the lead target. The inner error bar (color) reflects statistical error in a given bin, while the outer error

bar (black) corresponds to the total error. Rπ0 corresponding to the 3.2< ν <3.73 bin are plotted at the center of z

bin, while in other two bins in ν Rπ0 are shifted to the left and to the right from the center of z-bin for visualization.

Results are corrected for radiative effects, include statistical (inner) and systematical (outer) errors.

■ z range of the measurement: 0.3<z<0.8
■ Flat behavior of hadrons at medium low z, attenuation at high z 
■ Small dependence on Q2 and ν

Analysis by T.Mineeva

CLAS  PRELIMINARY
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Hadronic multiplicity | | π0

Analysis by T.MineevaResults are corrected for radiative effects, include statistical (inner) and systematical (outer) errors.

 Rπ 0 in 3D set of (ν, z, pT2 ) integrated over Q2 
245

Fig. 7.1: π0 multiplicity ratios in (ν, z, p2
T ) set plotted as a function of p2

T in bins

of ν (indicated at the bottom by the horizontal ν axis) and z (indicated by

the color code in the first box). The bottom panel is carbon multiplicities,

the middle - iron, and the top panel is lead multiplicities. The inner error

bar (color) reflects statistical error in a given bin, while the outer error bar

(black) corresponds to the total error, for which statistical and systematic

uncertainties were added in quadratures. Rπ0 corresponding to the 0.5<

z <0.6 bin are plotted at the center of p2
T bin, while in all other bins of z the

values Rπ0 are horizontally to the left and to the right from the p2
T center

for visualization.

CLAS PRELIM
INARY
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 Taisiya Mineeva              Overview of JLab hadronization data. DIS11 
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Analysis by R.Dupre
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! Results are not corrected for acceptance 
   and radiative effects
!  Include statistical errors only
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Tuesday, July 12, 2011

 Taisiya Mineeva              Overview of JLab hadronization data. DIS11 

Hadron Attenuation | !-

Analysis by R.Dupre

Example of 2D preliminary
 CLAS data  on  !- 

! Results are not corrected for acceptance 
   and radiative effects
!  Include statistical errors only

Tuesday, July 12, 2011

Example of 2D (z,ν) slices of 
preliminary CLAS data on π+

Results not corrected for acceptance,
and  radiative effects
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Hadronic multiplicity | | K0s

Analysis by A.Daniel
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Figure 3: Left panel shows the CLAS data from the EG2 experiment for the hadronic
multiplicity ratio for K0

s versus z along with HERMES results [6] for charged kaons for
the Xe nuclei. Right panel shows the CLAS results along with the results derived from
calculations of Ref. [7] for Pb (solid line), Fe (dashed line) and C (dotted line). Data
points are shown with di!erent symbols as given in the legend. The inner error bars
represent the statistical uncertainty, while the outer ones show the total uncertainty. For
clarity, the HERMES points are shifted by +0.02 units in z and the C and Pb points are
shifted by -0.01 and +0.01 units in z, respectively.

trend of the CLAS K0
s hadronization data is similar to that of the HERMES

results, where more attenuation is seen as z increases, with larger attenuation
factors for the heaviest target. The present uncertainties are large due to the
limited statistics, however the data agree reasonably well with predictions [7]
as shown in right panel of Fig. 3.

The theoretical calculations shown in Fig. 3 and presented in Ref. [7]
are carried out in the framework of a probabilistic coupled-channel transport
model based on the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation, which allows
for detailed treatment of the final-state interactions beyond simple absorp-
tion mechanisms. It starts with the Lund string fragmentation picture as
embodied by PYTHIA [17] and extracts two points for each event: (i) the
location in space where the struck quark breaks the string, and (ii) the loca-
tion where the quark joins with an antiquark to form a meson. This is done
event-by-event, in the context of a Monte Carlo calculation. Medium e!ects

9

Phys.Lett. B706 (2011) 26-31

 Comparison with HERMES                     Fits based on BUU transport model 
                                                                       (K. Gallmeister and U. Mosel, Nucl. Phys. A 801 (2008) 68.)
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Summary

■  Analysis of CLAS EG2 data on 2H, 12C, 56Fe, 207Pb 
■  Extraction of 3D π+ multiplicities: Rπ 

+ (Q2 ,ν, z ) and Rπ 
+(Q2 ,ν, pT2).

■  Extraction of 3D π0 multiplicities:  Rπ 
0 (Q2 ,ν, z ) and Rπ 

0 (ν, z, pT2 ).
■  Extraction of 2D π- multiplicities:  Rπ 

- (ν, z )
■  Extraction of 1D K0s multiplicities: RK0s(z)
■  Good consistency with existing 1D HERMES results

■ Future program with CLAS12 (E12-06-117) will provide by far the best 
   experimental access to medium-stimulated parton energy loss and enable 
   extraction of 4D multiplicities for a large spectrum of hadrons.
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π0 Multiplicities: z-dependence

ν (GeV)  Q2 (GeV2) z pT2 (GeV2)
CLAS 2.2 - 4.2 1.0 - 4.1 0,3 - 0.8 0 - 0.9

HERMES 7 -  23 1.0 - 10 0.2 - 1.0 0 - 1.1

● HERMES: large dependence on z for heavy nuclei, vanishing for light.
● CLAS: moderate dependence on z for all nuclei
● HERMES data is integrated over large υ and Q2, while CLAS data
   reveals differential behavior of z in both Q2 and υ.

244

Fig. 7.2: π0 multiplicity ratios in (Q2, ν, z) set plotted as a function of z in bins of Q2

(from left to right as indicated by the Q2 axis) and ν (as indicated by the

color). The red color gradient corresponds to the carbon target, the blue - to

the iron target, and the black - to the lead target. Systematic uncertainties

only.

Fig. 7.3: One-dimensional π0 multiplicity ratios in Q2, ν, z, and p2
T bins. Systematic

uncertainties only.

7.2 Multiplicity ratios discussion

The dependencies of the multiplicity ratios Rπ0 on the kinematical variables

Q2, ν, z, and p2
T and their correlations are discussed in detail in the following

subsections. The global features of the data is the increase of attenuation (decrease

of Rπ0 below unity) with increasing value of mass number A and with increasing

values of z. The value of Rπ0 is almost independent of p2
T , except at large values of
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Fig. 5. Values of Rh
A for neutral pions as a function of !, z, Q2, and p2

t . The data
as a function of z are shown for z > 0.1. Error bars as in Fig. 2.

attenuation decreases (the value of Rh
A increases) with increasing values of

!. (For He this behaviour presumably is present as well, but small compared
to the uncertainties in the data points.) In the absorption-type models this
is explained as being due to an increase of the formation length in the rest
frame of the nucleus at higher ! due to Lorentz dilatation, resulting in a larger
fraction of the hadronization taking place outside the nucleus. In partonic
models the quark energy loss leads e!ectively to a shift "z in the argument
of the fragmentation function, and thus an attenuation that is proportional to
"/!, with " the quark energy loss.

For protons Rh
A increases at higher values of ! to well above unity for Kr and

Xe. Here the following should be realized. The value of !z" is correlated with !,
e.g., the value of !z" for the lowest !-bin is about 0.57, whereas for the highest
!-bin it is 0.35. Since the value of Rh

A strongly increases with decreasing value
of z (see the next subsection), a large fraction of the strong increase at high
! is in fact due to the dependence of Rh

A on z. Such an e!ect may play a role
for other particles, e.g., for K+, too.

5.1.2 z-dependence

As can be seen from the second column in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 for all hadron types
Rh

A is largely constant with z for He, while it decreases with increasing z for Ne
and especially for Xe and Kr. In parton energy-loss models this results from
the strong decrease of the fragmentation function at large z in combination
with the "z resulting from the energy loss. In absorption-type models the
overall decrease of Rh

A with increasing z is assumed to be due to a decrease
in the formation length in combination with (pre)hadronic absorption. The
increase of Rh

A at large z calculated in Ref. [22] is not observed in the data.
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31

Fig. 1.11: HERMES one-dimensional π0
multiplicity ratios in ν, z, Q2

, and p2
T bins.

Kinematical coverage is: 1< Q2 <10 GeV
2
, 7< ν <23 GeV, z >0.2 and

2< ph <15 GeV. Results taken from [43].

1.2.6 Hadronization in nuclear environment: models

How to let quarks know that they should not take away color (and fractional electric

charges by the way)?! [19].

Decades of work on understanding hadronization data have resulted in many

sophisticated models. Due to its non-perturbative nature, hadronization cannot

be described from first principles, instead, it relies heavily on gaining insight from

the experimental data. While common ground, i.e. hadronization in vacuum, may

be similar between the models, many differences arise once the nuclear medium

is introduced. The caveat in connecting model predictions with data lies in the

fact that experimental data can be equally and relatively well described by a good

number of models making it virtually impossible to pinpoint the leading mech-
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Fig. 1.11: HERMES one-dimensional π0
multiplicity ratios in ν, z, Q2

, and p2
T bins.

Kinematical coverage is: 1< Q2 <10 GeV
2
, 7< ν <23 GeV, z >0.2 and

2< ph <15 GeV. Results taken from [43].

1.2.6 Hadronization in nuclear environment: models

How to let quarks know that they should not take away color (and fractional electric

charges by the way)?! [19].

Decades of work on understanding hadronization data have resulted in many

sophisticated models. Due to its non-perturbative nature, hadronization cannot

be described from first principles, instead, it relies heavily on gaining insight from

the experimental data. While common ground, i.e. hadronization in vacuum, may

be similar between the models, many differences arise once the nuclear medium

is introduced. The caveat in connecting model predictions with data lies in the

fact that experimental data can be equally and relatively well described by a good

number of models making it virtually impossible to pinpoint the leading mech-
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Fig. 5. Values of Rh
A for neutral pions as a function of !, z, Q2, and p2

t . The data
as a function of z are shown for z > 0.1. Error bars as in Fig. 2.

attenuation decreases (the value of Rh
A increases) with increasing values of

!. (For He this behaviour presumably is present as well, but small compared
to the uncertainties in the data points.) In the absorption-type models this
is explained as being due to an increase of the formation length in the rest
frame of the nucleus at higher ! due to Lorentz dilatation, resulting in a larger
fraction of the hadronization taking place outside the nucleus. In partonic
models the quark energy loss leads e!ectively to a shift "z in the argument
of the fragmentation function, and thus an attenuation that is proportional to
"/!, with " the quark energy loss.

For protons Rh
A increases at higher values of ! to well above unity for Kr and

Xe. Here the following should be realized. The value of !z" is correlated with !,
e.g., the value of !z" for the lowest !-bin is about 0.57, whereas for the highest
!-bin it is 0.35. Since the value of Rh

A strongly increases with decreasing value
of z (see the next subsection), a large fraction of the strong increase at high
! is in fact due to the dependence of Rh

A on z. Such an e!ect may play a role
for other particles, e.g., for K+, too.

5.1.2 z-dependence

As can be seen from the second column in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 for all hadron types
Rh

A is largely constant with z for He, while it decreases with increasing z for Ne
and especially for Xe and Kr. In parton energy-loss models this results from
the strong decrease of the fragmentation function at large z in combination
with the "z resulting from the energy loss. In absorption-type models the
overall decrease of Rh

A with increasing z is assumed to be due to a decrease
in the formation length in combination with (pre)hadronic absorption. The
increase of Rh

A at large z calculated in Ref. [22] is not observed in the data.
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π0 Multiplicities: pT2-dependence
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Fig. 7.2: π0 multiplicity ratios in (Q2, ν, z) set plotted as a function of z in bins of Q2

(from left to right as indicated by the Q2 axis) and ν (as indicated by the

color). The red color gradient corresponds to the carbon target, the blue - to

the iron target, and the black - to the lead target. Systematic uncertainties

only.

Fig. 7.3: One-dimensional π0 multiplicity ratios in Q2, ν, z, and p2
T bins. Systematic

uncertainties only.

7.2 Multiplicity ratios discussion

The dependencies of the multiplicity ratios Rπ0 on the kinematical variables

Q2, ν, z, and p2
T and their correlations are discussed in detail in the following

subsections. The global features of the data is the increase of attenuation (decrease

of Rπ0 below unity) with increasing value of mass number A and with increasing

values of z. The value of Rπ0 is almost independent of p2
T , except at large values of
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Fig. 1.11: HERMES one-dimensional π0
multiplicity ratios in ν, z, Q2

, and p2
T bins.

Kinematical coverage is: 1< Q2 <10 GeV
2
, 7< ν <23 GeV, z >0.2 and

2< ph <15 GeV. Results taken from [43].

1.2.6 Hadronization in nuclear environment: models

How to let quarks know that they should not take away color (and fractional electric

charges by the way)?! [19].

Decades of work on understanding hadronization data have resulted in many

sophisticated models. Due to its non-perturbative nature, hadronization cannot

be described from first principles, instead, it relies heavily on gaining insight from

the experimental data. While common ground, i.e. hadronization in vacuum, may

be similar between the models, many differences arise once the nuclear medium

is introduced. The caveat in connecting model predictions with data lies in the

fact that experimental data can be equally and relatively well described by a good

number of models making it virtually impossible to pinpoint the leading mech-
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Fig. 1.11: HERMES one-dimensional π0
multiplicity ratios in ν, z, Q2

, and p2
T bins.

Kinematical coverage is: 1< Q2 <10 GeV
2
, 7< ν <23 GeV, z >0.2 and

2< ph <15 GeV. Results taken from [43].

1.2.6 Hadronization in nuclear environment: models

How to let quarks know that they should not take away color (and fractional electric

charges by the way)?! [19].

Decades of work on understanding hadronization data have resulted in many

sophisticated models. Due to its non-perturbative nature, hadronization cannot

be described from first principles, instead, it relies heavily on gaining insight from

the experimental data. While common ground, i.e. hadronization in vacuum, may

be similar between the models, many differences arise once the nuclear medium

is introduced. The caveat in connecting model predictions with data lies in the

fact that experimental data can be equally and relatively well described by a good

number of models making it virtually impossible to pinpoint the leading mech-
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Fig. 5. Values of Rh
A for neutral pions as a function of !, z, Q2, and p2

t . The data
as a function of z are shown for z > 0.1. Error bars as in Fig. 2.

attenuation decreases (the value of Rh
A increases) with increasing values of

!. (For He this behaviour presumably is present as well, but small compared
to the uncertainties in the data points.) In the absorption-type models this
is explained as being due to an increase of the formation length in the rest
frame of the nucleus at higher ! due to Lorentz dilatation, resulting in a larger
fraction of the hadronization taking place outside the nucleus. In partonic
models the quark energy loss leads e!ectively to a shift "z in the argument
of the fragmentation function, and thus an attenuation that is proportional to
"/!, with " the quark energy loss.

For protons Rh
A increases at higher values of ! to well above unity for Kr and

Xe. Here the following should be realized. The value of !z" is correlated with !,
e.g., the value of !z" for the lowest !-bin is about 0.57, whereas for the highest
!-bin it is 0.35. Since the value of Rh

A strongly increases with decreasing value
of z (see the next subsection), a large fraction of the strong increase at high
! is in fact due to the dependence of Rh

A on z. Such an e!ect may play a role
for other particles, e.g., for K+, too.

5.1.2 z-dependence

As can be seen from the second column in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 for all hadron types
Rh

A is largely constant with z for He, while it decreases with increasing z for Ne
and especially for Xe and Kr. In parton energy-loss models this results from
the strong decrease of the fragmentation function at large z in combination
with the "z resulting from the energy loss. In absorption-type models the
overall decrease of Rh

A with increasing z is assumed to be due to a decrease
in the formation length in combination with (pre)hadronic absorption. The
increase of Rh

A at large z calculated in Ref. [22] is not observed in the data.
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A for neutral pions as a function of !, z, Q2, and p2

t . The data
as a function of z are shown for z > 0.1. Error bars as in Fig. 2.

attenuation decreases (the value of Rh
A increases) with increasing values of

!. (For He this behaviour presumably is present as well, but small compared
to the uncertainties in the data points.) In the absorption-type models this
is explained as being due to an increase of the formation length in the rest
frame of the nucleus at higher ! due to Lorentz dilatation, resulting in a larger
fraction of the hadronization taking place outside the nucleus. In partonic
models the quark energy loss leads e!ectively to a shift "z in the argument
of the fragmentation function, and thus an attenuation that is proportional to
"/!, with " the quark energy loss.

For protons Rh
A increases at higher values of ! to well above unity for Kr and

Xe. Here the following should be realized. The value of !z" is correlated with !,
e.g., the value of !z" for the lowest !-bin is about 0.57, whereas for the highest
!-bin it is 0.35. Since the value of Rh

A strongly increases with decreasing value
of z (see the next subsection), a large fraction of the strong increase at high
! is in fact due to the dependence of Rh

A on z. Such an e!ect may play a role
for other particles, e.g., for K+, too.

5.1.2 z-dependence

As can be seen from the second column in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 for all hadron types
Rh

A is largely constant with z for He, while it decreases with increasing z for Ne
and especially for Xe and Kr. In parton energy-loss models this results from
the strong decrease of the fragmentation function at large z in combination
with the "z resulting from the energy loss. In absorption-type models the
overall decrease of Rh

A with increasing z is assumed to be due to a decrease
in the formation length in combination with (pre)hadronic absorption. The
increase of Rh

A at large z calculated in Ref. [22] is not observed in the data.
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Fig. 1.11: HERMES one-dimensional π0
multiplicity ratios in ν, z, Q2

, and p2
T bins.

Kinematical coverage is: 1< Q2 <10 GeV
2
, 7< ν <23 GeV, z >0.2 and

2< ph <15 GeV. Results taken from [43].

1.2.6 Hadronization in nuclear environment: models

How to let quarks know that they should not take away color (and fractional electric

charges by the way)?! [19].

Decades of work on understanding hadronization data have resulted in many

sophisticated models. Due to its non-perturbative nature, hadronization cannot

be described from first principles, instead, it relies heavily on gaining insight from

the experimental data. While common ground, i.e. hadronization in vacuum, may

be similar between the models, many differences arise once the nuclear medium

is introduced. The caveat in connecting model predictions with data lies in the

fact that experimental data can be equally and relatively well described by a good

number of models making it virtually impossible to pinpoint the leading mech-
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Fig. 5. Values of Rh
A for neutral pions as a function of !, z, Q2, and p2

t . The data
as a function of z are shown for z > 0.1. Error bars as in Fig. 2.

attenuation decreases (the value of Rh
A increases) with increasing values of

!. (For He this behaviour presumably is present as well, but small compared
to the uncertainties in the data points.) In the absorption-type models this
is explained as being due to an increase of the formation length in the rest
frame of the nucleus at higher ! due to Lorentz dilatation, resulting in a larger
fraction of the hadronization taking place outside the nucleus. In partonic
models the quark energy loss leads e!ectively to a shift "z in the argument
of the fragmentation function, and thus an attenuation that is proportional to
"/!, with " the quark energy loss.

For protons Rh
A increases at higher values of ! to well above unity for Kr and

Xe. Here the following should be realized. The value of !z" is correlated with !,
e.g., the value of !z" for the lowest !-bin is about 0.57, whereas for the highest
!-bin it is 0.35. Since the value of Rh

A strongly increases with decreasing value
of z (see the next subsection), a large fraction of the strong increase at high
! is in fact due to the dependence of Rh

A on z. Such an e!ect may play a role
for other particles, e.g., for K+, too.

5.1.2 z-dependence

As can be seen from the second column in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 for all hadron types
Rh

A is largely constant with z for He, while it decreases with increasing z for Ne
and especially for Xe and Kr. In parton energy-loss models this results from
the strong decrease of the fragmentation function at large z in combination
with the "z resulting from the energy loss. In absorption-type models the
overall decrease of Rh

A with increasing z is assumed to be due to a decrease
in the formation length in combination with (pre)hadronic absorption. The
increase of Rh

A at large z calculated in Ref. [22] is not observed in the data.
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● HERMES: large enhancement for heavy nuclei, constant behavior for light.
● CLAS: moderate enhancement for all nuclei
● Dependence of (pT2, z) differentiate partonic vs hadronic mechanism 

ν (GeV)  Q2 (GeV2) z pT2 (GeV2)
CLAS 2.2 - 4.2 1.0 - 4.1 0,3 - 0.8 0 - 0.9

HERMES 7 -  23 1.0 - 10 0.2 - 1.0 0 - 1.1

    T.Mineeva ‘Multiplicity ratio measurements at CLAS’, Indiana-Illinois workshop on FF, 12/12/13 


